In this talk, I shall discuss the signatures of glueballs in the J/ψ radiative decays. Further experimental and theoretical investigations are suggested.
through their productions. According to the perturbative QCD, the production of a light meson state R in the J/ψ radiative decay proceeds by the sequence J/ψ → γ + gg → γ + R. In leading order pQCD, its amplitude A is given by
The summation is over the polarization vectors ǫ 1,2 and color indices a, b of the intermediate gluons, whose momenta are denoted as k 1,2 . Thus, there are three major components in evaluating the J/ψ radiative decays; the inclusive process J/ψ → γ + gg whose amplitude < (QQ) V |γg a g b > has been given reliably in pQCD, the process gg → R and the loop integral. The process gg → R for a glueball state has not been investigated before. We find [5] that it is reasonable to assume the amplitude < g a g b |R > for bothand glueball states having the form
where P ρσ ≡ g ρσ − PρPσ m 2 for a resonance with mass m and momentum P µ , and ǫ ρσ are the tensor for a tensor resonance, and satisfy the relations
A direct consequence from Eq. 2 is that ratio of the two gluon width between the scalar and the tensor states is
for bothand glueball states assuming equal masses and form factors. Qualitatively one would expect that the total width for a tensor glueballs should be of order O(25MeV ) if the width for the scalar is at O(100MeV ) suggested by the states f 0 (1500) and f 0 (1780). Of course, these are circumstantial arguments for the ξ(2230) being a tensor glueball as its total width is around 20 ∼ 30 MeV, and the experimental determination of the spin of ξ(2230) is calling for.
The form factor F (k 2 ) in Eq. 2 is well established for thestates, while there is little information on this form factor for glueball states. Its determination for glueball states depends how much we understand the structure of their wavefunctions. Assuming that theand gleuball states have the same form factor, the branching ratio for the J/ψ radiative decaying into a resonance R with the mass m has a general form [7] ;
where M is the mass of the state J/ψ and
. The coefficient C R in Eq. 5 depends on the spin parity of the final resonance R, and it is
The quantity B(J/ψ → γ + gg) is a branching ratio for the inclusive process. It is determined by the vertex J/ψ → γgg, and its numerical value has been well determined, which gives B(J/ψ → γ +gg) ≈ 0.06 ∼ 0.08. The H J (x) in Eq. 5 is a loop integral, and it has been evaluated in the case of R =[6] . The quantity Γ(R J → gg) represents the width of the resonance R decaying into the two gluon state gg, which determines the vertex R → gg. Generally the decay of a resonance R into the two gluon state gg is not the same as its total decay width, since the gluon hadronization is not the major decay mode for a lightmeson. Thus, one can define a branching ratio b(R J → gg) so that Γ(R J → gg) = b(R J → gg)Γ T , which measures the gluonic content of a resonance R. Cakir and Farrar [7] argued that
for a normalmeson, while
for a glueball state.
It is the branching ratio b(R → gg) for a resonance R that can be extracted from the data for B(J/ψ → γ + R) and Γ T with the theoretical input of the loop integral x|H(x)| 2 in Eq. 5. The numerical results from Ref. [6] show that the loop integral x|H(x)| 2 ≈ 35 ∼ 40 for the scalar and tensor states with masses around 1.5 GeV in J/ψ radiative decays. Thus, one can rewrite Eq. 5 as [5] 
A straightforward evaluation shows that the branching ratios b(R → gg) extracted from the J/ψ radiative decay data for the establishedmesons, such as f 2 (1270) and f 2 (1525), clearly satisfy Eq. 7, while the existing data for f 0 (1500) and f J (1710) may well be the examples of Eq. 8. The particle data group [8] gives
which is in good agreement with the recent BES results [11] in J/ψ → γf 0 (1500) → γπ 0 π 0 , which translates into
assuming that Γ T ≈ 120 ± 20MeV. This suggests that the resonance f 0 (1500) should have a large glueball component in its wavefunction. The recent results from the BES group suggested that the f J (1710) be separated into f 2 (1690) and f 0 (1780) states, and the scalar f 0 (1780) is consistent with the analysis in Ref [10] in which a scalar with mass 1.75 GeV and 160 MeV width is reported. Its decay into the 4π channel is very large and dominated by the σσ contributions. The branching ratio B(J/ψ → γ + f 0 (1750)) is found to be
with the total width 160 MeV. This corresponds to
Thus, Eqs. 11 and 13 suggest that the ground state glueball should be mixed with the nearby SU(3)nonet. The experimental consequences of the configuration mixings between thenonet and glueballs in the J/ψ radiative decays and the γγ collisions have been discussed extensively in Ref. [5] . Now, we examine the ξ(2230) and its implications. The data from BES collaboration [4] for J/ψ → γ + ξ(2230) in the KK and pp channels are [4] 
while the recent results from JETSET [9] has set a very strict upper limit on
This gives a lower limit for the branching ratio B(J/ψ → γ + ξ(2230))
Because ξ(2230) has a narrow width, Γ T = 20 MeV, the resulting branching ratio b(R → gg) from Eq. 9 would be
This suggests that a scalar ξ(2230) may have already been excluded by the data, while a tensor ξ(2230) is still possible considering the uncertainties in our approach. To clarify these questions requires the measurements with better statistics in both pp → KK and j/ψ → γξ(2230) → γpp. Eq. 15 also suggests that the two body final states are not the major decay modes for the ξ(2230), and the recent analysis in J/ψ → γ4π shows [13] a f 2 (2220) state, whose decay is dominantly via f 2 (1270)σ. Further analysis with better statistics are needed to confirm that f 2 (2220) is indeed ξ(2230). The analysis J/ψ → γKKππ channel would be important, as the flavor symmetry would also suggest that ξ(2230) → f 2 (1525)σ would be another important channel.
Theoretically, the remaining question is the theoretical uncertainties of the loop integral x|H(x)| 2 in Eq. 5. The form factor F (k 2 ) for glueballs is still unknown, and to obtain it requires better knowledge of glueball wavefunctions. Another source of such uncertainty is the relativistic effects in R(qq) → gg, which was shown [12] to be very important for light quark mesons. Thus, a lot of more theoretical and experimental works remains to be done to understand the nature of glueballs and their differences with the normalstates, which in turn will help us to identify the glueball states with more confidence.
